
Introduction

Conflicts can emerge in various settings, making it crucial for ESL learners to

understand the language and communication skills needed to navigate these

situations. This Conflict ESL Lesson Plan aims to equip students with vocabulary and

expressions essential for expressing feelings, opinions, and resolving disagreements

effectively. By focusing on this topic, students will not only improve their language

proficiency but also develop crucial interpersonal skills necessary in real-life

situations.

Vocabulary Building

Vocab

Vocab Definition

Conflict A serious disagreement or argument, typically a protracted one.

Compromise
An agreement or settlement of a dispute that is reached by each side

making concessions.

Misunderstanding A failure to understand something correctly.

Negotiation (In the context of conflict) discussion aimed at reaching an agreement.

Resolution The action of solving a problem, dispute, or contentious matter.

Contextual Usage

1. After the conflict, both parties decided to compromise and find a solution that

would benefit everyone involved.



2. There was a misunderstanding between them, but they were able to resolve it

through open communication.

3. Negotiation skills are crucial in resolving conflicts in professional as well as

personal settings.

4. The resolution of their long-standing conflict brought relief and paved the way

for better relations between the two groups.

5. The team successfully managed to address the conflict and reach a mutually

acceptable resolution through mediation.

ESL Warm-up Activity

Engage students by setting up various conflict scenarios relevant to everyday life.

Split the class into pairs and provide each pair with a different conflict scenario,

such as a disagreement over chores or conflicting opinions on planning an event.

Encourage the students to role-play and act out these scenarios, focusing on

expressing their feelings, opinions, and practicing resolution techniques using the

vocabulary introduced in the lesson. This activity not only sets the tone for the

lesson but also encourages students to actively participate and apply new language

elements in a meaningful context.

Main ESL Lesson Activities

Vocabulary Activity: Word Bank Collaborative

Exercise

Instruct students to brainstorm and compile a word bank related to conflicts,

incorporating terms learned in the lesson. Encourage group discussions to foster

collaboration and expand their vocabulary. Each group can then present their word

bank and discuss the meanings and contextual usage of the chosen terms.

Roleplay: Conflict Scenarios



Provide different conflict scenarios for pairs or small groups to role-play, using the

vocabulary introduced in the lesson. This activity allows students to practice

expressing themselves in various conflict situations while encouraging active

participation and language application.

Listening Comprehension: Conflict Resolution

Podcast

Select a podcast or audio clip featuring real-life conflict resolution stories. After

listening, initiate a class discussion focusing on how conflicts were handled,

emphasizing relevant vocabulary and expressions used in different scenarios. This

activity promotes listening skills development within a meaningful context.

Reading and Writing: Resolution Reflection

Assign reading materials related to conflict resolutions or personal accounts of

overcoming conflicts. Prompt students to write reflections on how they would apply

similar techniques in their own lives, reinforcing both reading comprehension skills

and language application through written expression.

ESL Homework Assignment

Task students with watching a short video clip or reading an article about a real-life

conflict resolution situation. Afterward, they should write a summary of the conflict,

the resolution process, and reflect on the language and communication strategies

utilized. Additionally, students can identify and define key vocabulary used in the

materials provided, further reinforcing their understanding of conflict-related terms

and expressions.

Conclusion



Key Points Recap

Throughout the Conflict ESL Lesson Plan, students have delved into essential

vocabulary related to conflicts and engaged in various interactive activities. They

have explored scenarios through role-play, developed their listening skills, and

reflected on conflict resolution strategies.

Reflection and Application

As students conclude this lesson, they are encouraged to reflect on how the

language elements learned can be applied in real-life conflict situations.

Understanding the significance of effective communication and vocabulary usage

during conflicts not only strengthens their language development but also equips

them with valuable interpersonal skills for diverse social interactions.

Why this topic is great for ESL

learning

Relevance in Real-life Scenarios

Conflict resolution skills are essential for effective communication in everyday life.

ESL students can directly apply the vocabulary and expressions learned in the

lesson to navigate various conflicts, making it a practical and valuable topic for

language development.

Promotes Language Application



Engaging with conflict-related language elements encourages students to use

language in context, fostering their ability to express opinions, negotiate, and

resolve disputes – all crucial language skills.

Cultural Understanding

Exploring how different cultures approach and resolve conflicts can enhance

students' cultural awareness and understanding of diverse communication styles –

a vital aspect of ESL learning.


